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1 Introduction
The purpose of this report is to review the PL963 (Fig. 1.1) licence history and G&G work
performed by the licence group, in addition to present an overview of acquired data and studies
and their results. A review of remaining prospectivity within the licence area is also given.
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Fig. 1.1 PL963 Location map

As a response to the authorities invitation to apply for acreage in the 24th Licensing Round, Aker
BP ASA (Aker BP) applied for a production licence, covering two blocks (7422/10 and 11) in the
northernmost part of the Fingerdjupet Sub-Basin area. This was  an untested area with interesting
resource potential and with proximity to licences with positive drill decisions (PL721, PL722 and
PL852).

1.1 Licence History and Owners
Licence history

The acreage, labeld PL963, was awarded 22.06.2018 with AkerBP (70%) as operator and Equinor
(30%) as only partner. The licence work obligations were to acquire CSEM data and make a
decision to drill an exploration well within 2 years from the award. Given a decision to drill, the
driling commitment should be fulfilled within 5 years from the award. The work obligation to
acquire CSEM data was fulfilled by the acquisition of FINGER1601 CSEM data (Emgs) in Q1 2019.

A total of three prospects, Nona, Mefjellet and Hattfjellet were identified within PL963 at the time
were the application was sent. The main prospect, Nona, is a downfaulted horst structure with
fault seal dependency and the potential for accumulation of significant hydrocarbon volumes. The
Stø/Nordmela formations was the main target, with Upper Triassic sandstones within Snadd
Formation as secondary play. Mefjellet and Hattfjellet prospects are within the same play as the
Nona Prospect and defined as downfaulted, rotated blocks with fault seal dependency on their
northern and western faults (Fig. 1.2).
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1

Fig. 1.2 Top Realgrunn/Top Stø depth map. Showing mapped prospects in PL963.

Following the dissapointing results of the nearby Gråspett well (7221/4-1), testing the the Jurassic
Play and Realgrunnen Sub Group as a whole, a reevaluation of the prospectivity resulted in a
downgrading of the play.
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The main activities and committee meetings held in PL963 are summarized in Table 1.1.

Date Activity Description

2018

22.06.2018 Licence awarded As part of the 24th consession round awards

05.09.2018 MCEC meeting #1 Formal and administrative issues, prospect inventory, common database etc.

14.12.2018 MCEC meeting #2 Way forward post DRY Gråspett well in nearby blocks. Budget & work programme

2019

19.06.2019 MCEC meeting #3 /
work meeting

Updated prospectivity post-Gråspett. CSEM inversion presented.

13.11.2019 MCEC meeting #4 Seismic data conditioning, Hoop Full stack. Remaining prospectivity (Cretaceous and Permian).
Budget and Way Forward.

2020

27.04.2020 MCEC meeting #5 /
DoD decision

All work comittment fulfilled. Recommendation to drop the licence.

Table 1.1 Meeting activities held in the licence.

The stakeholders in PL963 consist of:

Stakeholders

- Aker BP 70% (operator)

- Equinor 30%
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1.2 Award and Work Program
Award

The PL963 acreage was awarded to Aker BP and Equinor on the 22nd June 2018 as part of the
24th Conssesion Round awards. The licence covers an area of 568.242 km2 involving blocks
7422/10 and 7422/11.  

Within two years from the award acquire 3D CSEM data and decide to drill or drop. The 3D CSEM
data FINGER1601, was aquired in 2019 and presented to the licence partners in June 2019,
fullfilling the licence commitment.

Work obligations
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1.3 Identified Prospectivity
Focus has been on two plays within the licence acreage; the Jurassic Realgrunnen Play and the
Permian/Carboniferous Gipsdalen Play. Low to no prospectivity have been seen in the Triassic
and the Cretaceous. The present status on identified prospectivity within PL963 is shown in Fig.
1.3.

A total of four prospects have been mapped in this level (Fig. 1.4); Nona (main prospect),
Hattfjellet, Mefjellet and Middagstuva. 

Jurassic Play

•Play:  Jurassic Realgrunnen
•Reservoir:  Realgrunnen subgroup; Stø, Normela, Tubåen and Fruholmen formations
•Trap: Tilted and down-faulted blocks within graben
•Source:  Hekkingen Formation, possibly Triassic
•Risk:  Trap/top seal and migration. Fault dependent lateral seal with possible sand-sand
juxtaposition

A total of two prospects and one lead have been mapped with reservoir belonging to the
Carboniferous to Permian Gipsdalen Group (Fig. 1.5); Ørn01, Ørn02 and Ørn03 (lead).

Carboniferous to Permian Play

•Plays:  Carboniferous to Permian, unproven in this area
•Reservoir:  Gipsdalen Group, Ørn Formation limestones and dolomites
•Trap:  Rotated fault blocks
•Source:  Palaeozoic source rocks
•Risk:  High risk on reservoir quality, HC source and trap integrity

A successful result in the Shenzhou well (PL722) could have positive impact for the Gipsdalen
Play in the area. However, the volume potential for the Permian Play in PL963, including closures
outside the licence area, is low and non-economical. Recoverable P50 volumes for Ørn01 and
Ørn02 prospects are estimated to 17.5 mmboe and 15.1 mmboe respectively. The Ørn03 lead is
similar in size as Ørn01 and a volume potential around 15-17 mmboe is therefore assumed.

Based on a technical and economical evaluation, the partnership sees a very low chance of
success for the Jurassic and Permian plays in this part of the Fingerdjupet Sub-Basin. The main
risks are considred to be related to reservoir quality and trap integrity.
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1
Fig. 1.3 Identified prospectivity in PL963 The map show four Jurassic prospects (Nona, Hattfjellet, Mefjellet
and Middagstuva). In addition, two Permian/Carboniferous prospects (Ørn01, Ørn02) and one lead (Ørn03)
are shown.
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1

Fig. 1.4 Identified prospectivity in PL963. Realgrunnen prospects.
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1

Fig. 1.5 Carboniferous and Permian prospects. Two prospect (Ørn01 and Ørn02) and a lead (Ørn03).
Volumes only presented for Ørn01 and Ørn02.
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2 Database

2.1 Seismic Database
The seismic database (3D seismic and CSEM utilized in the prospect evaluation are listed in Table
2.1. The partheship have utilised all available 3D data and released 2D data covering all prospects
and leads within and outside PL963 (Fig. 2.1). The most utilised dataset is HF13 (7562 km2),
acquired in 2013 by TGS. The Clari-fiTM re-prosessed 2016 version is called "Hoop" and consist
of a seamless merge between the HF13 and the adjacent HFC. The part of the Hoop survey which
have been purchased by the partnership is located in the Fingerdjupet area, and covers all the
prospects and leads mapped within and in the vicinity outside PL963 (Fig. 2.2).

Name Type Year of acquisition Reprocessed Marked available NPDID

HF13 3D 2013 YES 7791

FINGER1601 (part
of EMG16259)

CSEM data (EMGS) 2017 (Oct 2016 -
May 2017)

2017 (Inversion
EMGS), 2019 
(AkerBP inversion)

YES 8397

Table 2.1 Seismic Database

1

PL963

PL963

Fig. 2.1 2D Seismic data. TO BE UPDATED!!!
Remove NBR surveys.
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1

PL963

CSEM database 2017.

See CH 2.3 for updated CSEM database 

covering PL963.

PL963

Fig. 2.2 3D seismic and CSEM database. Seismic and CSEM surveys. See
Ch. 2.3 for updated CSEM database for PL963.
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2.1.1 Seismic data conditioning

Scaling causing dim areas in the shallow part, Hoop 3D (Fig. 2.3).

• Discovered general dimming of amplitudes at the shallowest 400ms
• Discussion with TGS has provided information that is the probable cause of the amplitude

variation, the dimming of the shallowest 400ms
• The reason is quite likely a post-stack time varying gain from WB to URU and down

+400msec
• Image (TGS provided) shows a sketch of the gain function and mute applied on HF13

and the Upgrade Hoop reprocessed datasets
• The effect of the gain function is that events in the 400ms window, will have an increasing

amplitude boost with a 1-3x ratio from top to base in the window
• Solution: Received new gathers from TGS without the DB scale.

• Restack hoop without DB scale in PsPro 3-10, 10-15, 15-20, 20-25, 25-30, 30-35, 35-40
• Noise removal in Geoteric

• SO FMH (structural oriented, finite median hybrid) – noise removing edge preserving,
removes coherent noise, uses dip and azimuth to steer smoothing

• TDiffusion – random noise removal, repeatedly process a volume with a low pass filter to
produce a series of increasingly smoother, images by solving a Partial Differential
Equation through time. The filter is anisotropic since it adapts to local orientation and
adapts the direction of the filter

• Relative phase balancing; near as reference, spectral shaping and time alignement 
using Avery (Aker BP internal software)

Seismic data conditioning on offset gathers without DB scale

The Aker BP internal software workflow Avary (have been used (Fig. 2.4)

Largest difference is seen in the shallowest 400ms, as seen within the yellow circles (Fig. 2.5).

Results

1

Fig. 2.3 Scale curve vs Mute outline.
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1

Fig. 2.4 Workflow Avary (AkerBP internal software)
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Fig. 2.5 Results. Left (Original full Hoop, full 6-47 deg stack)
Right (After SDC on gathers without DB scale, full 0-30deg stack).
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The nearest key wells used for interpretation, well ties and volume calculations are annotated on
Fig. 2.6 and listed in Fig. 2.7. The key well database consist of relevant wells that have penetrated
similar depositional settings as seen in PL963. In addition to these wells, mainly for regional
evaluation and basin modelling studies, a wider selection of wells have been used. The well
database consists of data available to the Aker BP and the partners in terms of well logs,
deviation surveys, mud logs, check shot data, core analysis, core photos and lithostratigraphic
tops.

2.2 Well Data

The Gråspett well (7321/4-1), which tested the Realgrunnen Play with a dissapointing results, is
situated in a similar depositional setting as the prospectivity in PL963. The results from the
Gråspett well have therefore been crucial for evaluating the prospectivity in PL963.

1

7321/4-1

Gråspett Well

PL963

Fig. 2.6 Key wells for PL963. Map view.
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1

Gråspett Well

Well used in Round Application 2017

Fig. 2.7 Well Database for PL963. Listed view.
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2.3 EM data
The multi-client Controlled-Source Electromagnetic (CSEM) survey “FINGER1601” (Fig. 2.8) was
conducted in the Barents Sea, offshore Norway, as a part of the 2016-17 Barents Sea multi-client
campaign by EMGS (FINGER1601 is part of EMG16259). The survey consisted of four SLS (64,
65, 66 and 67). Fig. 2.9 gives an overview of survey acquisition parameters for SLS 67. Fig. 2.10 
and Fig. 2.11 shows the inversion results. A summary and the main conclusions from the
interpreted dataset are given below:
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1

PL963

Fig. 2.8 CSEM surveys FINGER1601 Covering PL963

1

Fig. 2.9 Overview of survey acquisition parameters.
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Fig. 2.10 CSEM inversion (AkerBP). Nona Prospect (Stø Fm).

Fig. 2.11 CSEM inversion (EMGS). Nona Prospect (Stø Fm).
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2.4 Special Studies
A seismic data conditioning workflow has been carried out in order to enhance the data quality,
improve the geological understanding and delineate potenitial prospective lithologies. The
workflow included use of an internal Aker BP software (Avary). See 2.1.1 Seismic data
conditioning for further details.
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3 Prospect Update
The remaining prospectivity in PL963 is considered non-attractive mainly due to low volume
potential (Fig. 3.1.). The Realgrunnen play was significantly downgraded after negative Gråspett
well results and is now considered as non-attractive. Poor reservoir quality in the Gråspett well
resulted in decreased volume potential for Realgrunnen from 118 mmboe (24th Round) to 31
mmboe (post Gråspett well) for the main prospect Nona (Fig. 3.2 Fig. 3.3). Since the award of
PL963 two prospects and one lead have been identified in the Gipsdalen Group (Fig. 3.4, Fig.
3.5and Fig. 3.6). However, the mapped prospects are considered non-attractive due to high risk
on reservoir quality and low volume potential. No drilling candidates have been identified within
PL963.

1

Fig. 3.1 Identified prospectivity. Mapped prospects and leads within PL963.
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Realgrunnen play

The prospectivity is significantly downgraded after the negative Gråspett well results

• Small prospects /structures with low volume potential
• High probability of juxtaposition
• Oil scenarios using Gråspett reservoir parameters (low quality) will not give economical

volumes
 

• HC anomalies from seismic data not expected as the sands are hard and modelling indicate
that they are not fluid sensitive

• Not possible to distinguish between brine and oil
• Bright spots indicating that minor gas accumulations has been observed several places

within the licence

1

Fig. 3.2 Top Realgrunnen. Depth map in 3D view.
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1

Fig. 3.3 Prospect Data for Nona. Up-date since Round Application.
(Tabell-5_NPD)
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Gipsdalen play

• Minor closures with low volume potential
• High risk on reservoir quality, HC source, timing and migration

1

Ørn03 lead

Ørn01

Ørn02

PL963

Top Ørn,

depth

Fig. 3.4 Top Gipsdalen (Ørn Fm). Depth map in 3D view.
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1

Fig. 3.5 Prospect Data Gipsdalen Ørn01. New prospect since Round Application.
(Tabell-5_NPD)
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1

Fig. 3.6 Prospect Data for Ørn02. New prospect since Round Application.
(Tabell-5_NPD)
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No prospectivity has been identified within the Cretaceous or Triassic plays. There are no valid
traps or DHI's identified within the Cretaceous or Triassic plays. The depositional model(s) tested
so far have failed (i.e., Scarecrow well). The Snadd play holds minor and very patchy channel
features with low volume potential. The Havert / Klappmyss / Kobbe formations consists of
condensed source rock facies in this area. 

Based on these evaluations, the partnership sees a very low chance of success for all plays in this
part of the Fingerdjupet Sub-Basin. The main risks are considred to be on reservoir quality and
trap integrity.
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4 Conclusions
The licence acreage has been thoroughly evaluated with the aim to prove economical resources in
the area and the potential for an area development (i.e., greater Fingerdjupet area). Only the
Realgrunnen Play and the Permian/Carboniferous Play seems to have viable traps in this part of
the Fingerdjupet Sub-Basin. However, the prospects mapped within PL963 are small, potentially
holding only non-economical resources. In addition, technical evaluation has revealed high risk on
trap integrity and reservoir quality.

Based on G&G evaluation of the licence acreage and the disappointing results in the nearby
Gråspett well (7321/4-1), the prospectivity within the licence have been downgraded. The volume
potential within the licence for the Realgrunnen Play was significantly reduced from the 24th
Round application estimates following the dry Gråspett well (Fig. 4.1). A successful result in the
Shenzhou well (PL722) could have positive impact for the Gipsdalen Play in the area. However,
the volume potential for the Permian Play, including closures outside the licenced area, is still low
and non-economical (Fig. 4.2). Based on this, the partnership have decided to relinquish PL963.

1

◼ Updated prospectivity post-Gråspett
▪ Volumes decreased significantly post-Gråspett well:

▪ Nona: Stø/Nordmela segment (Recoverable P50): 118 → 31 mmboe

▪ Nona: Snadd segment (Recoverable P50): 117 → 6 mmboe

◼ Exploration risk has increased: 

▪ Nona Stø/Nordmela: COS: 13 → 5%

▪ Nona Snadd: COS: 13 → 4%

Nona 

Mefjellet

Hattfjellet

Fig. 4.1 Volume and risk comparison before and after drilling of the Gråspett well (7321/4-1).

1

Rec resources 

P90 mmboe

Rec resources 

P50 mmboe 

Rec resources 

P10 mmboe 

Fluid Phase COS

Ørn01 9.51 17.5 30.5 Total res 4 % 

Ørn02 8.05 15.1 26.6 Total res 4 %

Fig. 4.2 Volume and Risk. Gipsdalen Group
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